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Editor'sNote

F
irst and foremost, great thanks is in order. To all of you who helped us pull this together,

we are ever grateful. We hope that you’ll all stick with us as we muddle through the

growing pangs, because truly it is you who make this zine what it is. Thank you.

I feel a distinct connection between this quarter’s theme, Descended from the Stars, and the title

of our zine. To be Crowned by Star and Sky is to be above the world, with the whole of the

universe as a weight upon your brow. Descending from that ultimate height and divinity, from

the stars that are the crown of the goddess, there we find the hosts of heaven rushing past.

Descending from the Stars, we fall to earth and are reminded of the mortal realm.

For me, that is what makes it a relatable tale and lends its divinity to our very human element.

We may be made of stars, but it is still a journey from them to us.

That concept is one we hear a lot within the pagan community, that we each are made of that

which the stars are made. Sometimes it’s tossed out with a jest, in poetic frivolity, and at other

moments it is spoken with soft reverence. It is a truth though, within the bounds of science,

animism, and religion alike. For we each are created with a spark of divinity - for life itself is a

divine thing - just as we are each molecularly tied to the minute functions of all the cosmos

around us. So, we are in another way descended from the stars. In this way I think you can look

to the goddess, in this aspect, as wearing the face of our ancestral history. From the dawn of

time and to the dissolution of the stars themselves...

Within this issue, you will discover explorations of this theme from a variety of perspectives, as

well as a closer look at the group responsible for its creation. We hope you will find something

of the goddess in the words and images, and maybe discover a bit of that divine journey for

yourself.

We dedicate this issue to the Queen of Heaven, to She who is the lady enthroned on stars and

to She who is the stars ever descending light. May our words reach her in her endless

descension from the heavens to our hearts. May it be pleasing to her.

Kyria Skotas
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We invite you to join us on our Tumblr at

http://crownedbystarandsky.tumblr.com/

TheTempleoftheQueenofHeaven
byKyriaSkotas onbehalfoftheTempleoftheQueenofHeaven

F
ormed in 2014 by ordained clergy members of CAYA

Coven, the Temple of the Queen of Heaven is a

devotional group dedicated to the divine embodied as the

Queen of Heaven. We respect the understanding and

personal experiences of all who know Her, and acknowledge

the legitimacy of all manifestations of the Queen of Heaven.

The Temple brings together diverse methods, cultures, and

practices to honor the Lady of Sky and Sovereignty both in

word and in action as devoted clergy of the goddess. Many

of us offer services to the public, either through our work

within CAYA Coven or individually. We participate in a

range of public and private ritual work, rites of passage,

ceremony, prayer, ritual creation, tradition specific

observances, as well as various forms of aeromany and

augury as we individually see fit.

Together we have shaped, organized, and lifted this zine into

reality. We seek to create a devotional project accessible to

all, wherein we can display the words and works of those

who see fit to share of their own devotions and

understandings, maintaining a platform of sacred text to

honor the Queen of Heaven.

Vast and conceptually all encompassing as She is, we each

are devoted to a goddess by name who represents for us the

truth and virtue of the archetype. We share their names, and

call on their blessings for all who read these pages…

StellaMaris,EveningStar, RosaMundi,
youwhoarewholeandperfectunto yourselfand
deserving ofourpraise, youwhoweepforourwoes,

drawneartous andhealus.

Aditi,MotheroftheUniverse, boundless
Queen, pervading allofspaceandtime, cradling
allofExistence, wefeelyoubetweenourhearts

beating, staywithus inthedark.

Inanna, beautifulas honeyandmilkpure
as gold, wefeelyourstrengthinourspines, shower
uswithyourradiantsmile, hearus andhold

us inLove.

Hera,MightyQueenofboundless sight, you
whoholdus safe inyourpalm, walkthe earthand
hearourcries, bring us to strengthandto safety,

showus theway toSovereignty.

Iris,LadyofRainbows, runnerinthe sky,
HeraldoftheHeavens, traverserofrealms,

carry ourwords to the ends ofallworlds, teachus
to see theprisms ofhope inuncertainty.
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AQueen’sEyeView
byStellaIris

Hailto theQueenofHeaven.
Hailto theMotherofAll.

Hailto theBlackness among theStars.
Hailto theGoddess.

MayShelookuponus inmercyandcomfort.
MaySheshineHerlightuponourfaults andourerrors.

MaySheteachus to behumanandhumane.

I
am having such trouble writing to you, dear Queens, because the world is broken. Never before in my life have I questioned

the status quo in such a strong way. There are children dying in the streets. Their killers are going unpunished - even

unquestioned. And even though I intellectually knew that the odds of making it in America have always been slanted, I must be

honest about my relative privilege blinding me to the frequency of evil perpetrated on my fellow citizens.

Stories come out daily, even by the hour, that another person of color has been killed by the police. Some are violent

criminals, some are innocent children or mothers. I want to ask why there is no authoritative action being taken by the federal

government. I want to know why these police departments, with multiple killings of citizens per year, are still under their own

control.

There is no answer to the question why. No satisfying answer, no accountability. And why should we expect it? We have,

in my opinion, moved further away from the ethics of responsibility throughout my lifetime. Since August 9th, the day unarmed

18 year old Michael Brown was killed about 4 miles from my parent’s home, I have been very aware of the national news. The

news isn’t good, even aside from the racially motivated police brutality that has dominated the American landscape.

The US Senate released its report on the CIA and other agencies utilizing advanced interrogation techniques on prisoners

in an attempt to extract information from them. Torture. Disgusting, terrible actions were performed, repeatedly, with no

evidence as a result. The probability that the highest ranking government officials had knowledge of these methods is certain.

The likelihood that few if any officials will be punished for these violations of international law is also certain. The ACLU is

calling for the president to pardon torture authorizers, so that it is on record that the federal government recognizes that these

actions are crimes. There is no chance that those that condoned torture, at least at the highest levels, will be punished.

“Pardons would make clear that crimes were committed; that the individuals who authorized and committed torture were indeed

criminals; and that future architects and perpetrators of torture should beware. Prosecutions would be preferable, but pardons

may be the only viable and lasting way to close the Pandora’s box of torture once and for all.” Anthony Romero, ACLU

President. (http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/09/opinion/pardon-bush-and-those-who-tortured.html?module=Arrows

Nav&contentCollection=Opinion&action=keypress&region=FixedLeft&pgtype=article)
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But it isn’t only the government, there are celebrities currently ducking responsibility for their actions: Bill Cosby has been

accused of drugging and assaulting more than 20 women. Some of these women were very young. The accusations seem to

span decades.

The thing about this story is that nobody wants it to be true. Especially not the 20 or more women that are now standing

against a man we, as a society, all love. But, since I live in this world, where one in 5 women have been raped, I assume I also

know a few rapists. And in uncovering who they are, it always happens like this; one woman says something, then another,

then nobody believes them, then a man says something and suddenly everyone is talking and the women can finally be heard.

Take Barbara Bowman’s story. (http://www.washingtonpost.com/posteverything/wp/2014/11/13/bill-cosby-raped-me-

why-did-it-take-30-years-for-people-to-believe-my-story/) And as each woman is heard telling her story, another believes

that she is more likely to be believed. The idea that ruining Mr. Cosby’s reputation is a greater crime than sexual assault seems

to pervade those defending him.

And there’s Mark Wahlberg, who wants the state of Massachusetts to pardon him for what seem to be racially-motivated,

violent hate crimes. He hopes that this will inspire young men to get out of a life of violence but also (here’s the kicker) that his

family’s restaurant can get a liquor license. He beat two young men, permanently blinding one of them. He shouted racial slurs,

both of these men were Asian. He was drunk and violent. No liquor license is actually a small price to pay for such aggression.

He will just have to live off the $32 million he has from movies and TV, just this year, or his overall net worth of $200

million. (http://www.therichest.com/celebnetworth/celeb/actors/mark-wahlberg-net-worth/)

And the environmentalists are ruining the environment. Activists from Greenpeace International laid huge lettering across a

field to catch the attention of world leaders gathered to discuss energy policy. The side effect of that action was to permanently

mar the beautiful and sacred Nazca lines of Peru. Every footstep left an indelible mark on the fragile layers of soil. They were

very excited about this action before it took place. (http://www.greenpeace.org/international/en/press/releases/Greenpeace-

presents-message-beside-the-historic-Nazca-lines-calling-for-a-renewable-future/) They later said they wished they had not.

(http://www.greenpeace.org/international/Global/international/briefings/other/Nazca-Lines-protest-apology.pdf) There are

likely to be criminal charges in this case, extraditions from the US to Peru. I am anxious to see if those extradition requests are

honored.

The officials, in both church and state, who oversee the famed Chartres Cathedral have decided to “restore” the landmark

church to it’s original color palette. The refurbishing of the Chartres cathedral includes the “restoration” of the Black Madonna,

painted now like a European woman. I am not Catholic, and yet, it hurts me to see what’s been done. It feels to me like a

desecration. They have literally taken an icon, made Black by unknown and possibly miraculous means, and white washed Her.

They have stolen the mystical and dark from the Goddess. They have erased her Blackness.

(http://www.nybooks.com/blogs/nyrblog/2014/dec/14/scandalous-makeover-

chartres/)

It’s at this point in the news of the terrible that I must stop and reflect. During

all these events, there were Black people being murdered by police. During all this,

mothers weep over their dead children. I still want to ask, why is nothing being

done?

Accountability is something we need to make a reality. In our individual lives,

when we get away with something, when we don’t have to be accountable, it

creates disorder, usually in the form of guilt and possibly further lies or cover ups.

In our society, when justice isn’t done, we see it, and we feel. Does the lack of

I t's at this point

in the news of

the terrible that

I must stop and

reflect - why is

nothing being

done?
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governmental accountability lead to disorder in our governance? Does the lack of governmental accountability lead to individual,

personal loss of accountability? Do we follow the examples of our leaders? Or is it that we allow the lack of accountability in

our leaders because we ourselves lack it? Can’t we ask that our leaders lead?

We must bring the high ideals down to earth. We must ask the Queen of Heaven, She who sees to come and make the

laws right, to make the “kings” apply the laws, and to create an ethos that values life and truth and accountability. We must be

Her hands and Her voice in the struggle to save the soul of the world.

MotherofAll,
QueenofSkyandStorm,

Ibeg thatyou savemypeople.
Descenduponus, withyourfuryandyourwrath.

Maythis be the crisis point.
Maythis be thelowestwego.

Maywegrowtobehumanandhumane.
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FromStarsDescended
byKyriaSkotas

She who once was star
in dust

in heavens slow descension
Risen
from out of dark, in void
expanding
into reach of realms

below
And in between
within each spirit's

Fall
fruition each of each soul's peak
and in our grasp
for She who once was star

no longer
wild

in all expanding
in every light

in dust
for every eye
a dream dreamt of
Her voice
She who once was star

descended
with heavens crown beneath Her feet
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YourTreeIsOld
byAnElderApprentice

Your Tree is old.
Older than the wet dreams of the Zohar,
Older than the Merkabah,
With its stolen chariots filled with choirs of bored angels,
Older than Solomon's temple,
With those two lost and desecrated shrines
(You know, the ones the people really liked),
Older than the Assyrian's,
With their wondrous almond tree emanations,
Older than Zoroaster,
With his dual troubles,
Older than Moses, never dancing with that calf,
Older than Abraham's ram in bush, or that sad well of

Zamzam,
Even Older than Inanna's walk by a swollen river,
Rescuing that potted palm.

Your Tree was there before they danced at Catal Hyack,
Your were there as the foundations of Pyramids were laid,
When the Giza Sphinx was carved by unknown hands.
Older than the beasts in darkness at Lascaux
Your Tree was in Africa where there was no ice.

In your Tree,
Always,
At least two birds,
Older than Thought and Memory,
And that long and moaning snake,
Embracing roots and crown
They make for a Wild Woman,
Her sweet and leafy home.

I see you still,
With birds and snake,
Underneath the layers of sprayed on paint,
In that peaceful sculpture of Virgin or Eve,
Once yours,
Transmogrified by the work of vandals,
This desecration was done one midrash at a time.
Yet on the front door of Notre Dame,
There you are,
Still scaring the priests with your beauty and your fruit.
On the arabesques of five hundred million prayer rugs men

kneel,
Yet you hide, watch, black robed,
seething,
And Jews in shul wonder why we feel so alone.
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Arundhati
byP.SufenasViriusLupus

Arundhati is a lesser-known (at least outside of India!) Hindu goddess, who is a daughter of Brahma and was the wife of the

sage Vashistha, who lived during the time of Rama and Sita. She is worshipped together with her husband and the other Seven

Great Seers, and was considered to be the morning star as well as one of the stars in Ursa Major (Alcor, which is a double star

with Mizar, which is considered to be Vashistha). Though she was the "mind-born daughter" of Brahma, she was born of

human parents in order to marry Vashistha, and is thus both a kind of avatar as well as a deified or heroized human. She is

one of few female figures in Hinduism who is identified in any way with the heavens or stars. She is associated with Hindu

marriage rituals, and a maxim referring to finding her faint star in the heavens is understood as a process of going from the

known to the unknown. She is also the subject of one of the most recent Hindu epics, Arundhati, written in 1994 by

Jagadguru Rambhadracharya in Khadi Boli, the standard dialect of Hindi, and is the first epic poem to be written in this dialect.

Her memory certainly lives on and she is still honored in India today, and should be remembered and honored as yet another

Queen of Heaven and of sages in the rest of the world!

Arundhati, Arundhati,
Arundhati, Jai Jai Ma!

Arundhati, Arundhati,
Arundhati, Jai Jai Ma!

Wife of sage, the wise Vashistha,
mind-born daughter of Brahma,
supplicator of great Shiva,
Arundhati, Jai Jai Ma!

Earthly child of Devahuti,
sister of sage Narada,
mother of a hundred children,
Arundhati, Jai Jai Ma!

Morning star and sky-bright goddess,
double star with Vashistha,
chaste and wise, was made a goddess,
Arundhati, Jai Jai Ma!

Wife of sage, and sages' teacher,
sat at feet of Shri Rama,
gained reward for pure devotion,
Arundhati, Jai Jai Ma!

All her hundred sons were cursed
at word of Vishvamitra;
but she earned blessings from Sita,
Arundhati, Jai Jai Ma!

Sing to queen of heavens' sages,
chaste and honored by Shiva,
Arundhati, sky's bright goddess,
Arundhati, Jai Jai Ma!

Arundhati, Arundhati,
Arundhati, Jai Jai Ma!

Arundhati, Arundhati,
Arundhati, Jai Jai Ma!
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IntheInfiniteMeadows ofHeaven
byJennyWilde
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QueenofHeavenMilkBath
RecipeandRitualbyStellaIris

The dark of the year is an ideal time to renew and replenish

your sense of self and your inner knowing. Put together this

sweetly fragrant, skin-renewing bath as a gift for yourself or

for anyone who could use affirmation of their own self-

determination and personal power.

You will need:

A clean, dry glass jar with a tight-fitting lid.

1 cup of powdered dry cow’s milk

¼ cup of cornstarch

¼ cup of baking soda

3 drops ylang ylang essential oil

3 drops bergamot essential oil

¼ cup white or pink rose petals

Makes one bath, can be doubled or tripled with ease.

Mix all dry ingredients directly in the jar, put the lid on and

shake to blend. Add the essential oils one at a time,

shaking well after each scent. Allow the mixture to sit,

covered, overnight before use. Store sealed in a cool,

dry place.

While shaking the jar each time, picture yourself (or the

person you are making this for) in a state of serene

grace.

Pour the contents into a tub of hot water. While stepping

into the bath repeat these words: “I take nourishment

and renewal from the Mother’s milk. I am one with the

Goddess. I see all that the stars see. I touch the world

as gently and profoundly as the moonlight. I inspire

greatness.”

This bath is particularly powerful as a long soak on a full

moon, but adding a few tablespoons to a foot soak anytime

is also recommended.
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AHymntoInanna

(translation is from the Inanna C text as found at The

Electronic Text Corpus of Sumerian Literature, excerpts

selected, compiled, and poetically altered by Thora Azuolas)

The great-hearted mistress, the impetuous lady, proud among
the gods and pre-eminent in all lands, the magnificent
lady who gathers up the divine powers of heaven and
earth is mightiest among the great gods -- she makes their
verdicts final.

The gods crawl before her august word; they dare not
proceed against her command. She changes her own
action, and no one knows how it will occur. She makes
perfect the great divine powers, she holds a shepherd's
crook, and she is their magnificent pre-eminent one. She
is a huge shackle clamping down upon the gods of the
Land. Her vast awesomeness covers the great mountain.

At her loud cries, the gods of the Land become scared. Her
roaring makes the gods tremble like a solitary reed. At her
rumbling, they hide all together. Without Inana, great An
makes no decisions, and Enlil determines no destinies.
Who opposes the mistress who raises her head and is
supreme over the mountains?

On the wide and silent plain, darkening the bright daylight,
she turns midday into darkness. People look upon each
other in anger, they look for combat. Their shouting
disturbs the plain, it weighs on the pasture and the waste
land. Her howling makes the flesh of all the lands
tremble. No one can oppose her murderous battle -- who
rivals her?

Her great heart performs her bidding; exalted in the
assembly, she occupies the seat of honour. Our mistress, a
leopard among the gods and full of pride, has been given
authority.

Inana, your victory is terrifying! The gods bow down in
prostration, they abase themselves! You ride on seven
great beasts as you come forth from heaven. The great
gods kissed the earth and prostrated themselves. The high
mountain land, the land of carnelian and lapis lazuli,
bowed down before you. Great lady, without you no
destiny at all is determined, no clever counsel is granted
favour.

Your divinity shines in the pure heavens like Nanna or Utu.
Your torch lights up the corners of heaven, turning
darkness into light.You exercise full ladyship over heaven
and earth; you hold everything in your hand.

Mistress, you are magnificent, no one can walk before you.
You dwell in the holy resting-place. Which god is like you
in heaven and earth? You are magnificent, your name is
praised, you alone are magnificent!

My lady, let us proclaim your magnificence in all lands, and
your glory! Let us praise your ways and greatness! Who
rivals you in divinity? Who can compare with your divine
rites?

Being fitted for ladyship, you determine the destiny of noble
ladies. Mistress, you are magnificent, you are great! Inana,
you are magnificent, you are great! Our lady, your
magnificence is resplendent. May your heart be restored
for our sake! Your great deeds are unparallelled, your
magnificence is praised! Young woman, Inana, your praise
is sweet!

Bibliography for the text and translations can be found at

http://etcsl.orinst.ox.ac.uk/section4/b4073.htm
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SeasonalSpellcraft– WinterSolstice2014
MoonCakes byStregaManeaTrinacria

Cakes are made and offered/sacrificed to many deities all over for many reasons: In my own family tradition, at

the time of the full moon, we call down Diana to descend upon us and fill us with the energy of the moon.

Cakes are then offered to her in return.

Diana as the moon, the Queen of the night sky, reveals her light to us in full sovereignty. As she rises during the

full moon we are reminded of our own power to rise from darkness. We ask her to descend unto us and fill us

with the light that dispels all uncertainty.

During this darkest time of the year, we can perform a simple enactment to call to the power of hope of the

ever rising moon. I’ve adapted this family Holiday cookie recipe as an offering of moon cakes for the Goddess

Diana at the Solstice season. Some of my fondest childhood memories are of our Holiday “cookie baking days”

with my aunt (Zizi Francine). She passed along the following recipe from her aunt (Zizi Francis) and I now

spend the day baking with my two nieces and nephew.This is a combination of traditions from both sides of my

family, and I am heartened knowing that others will enjoy this recipe and carry on this same energy.

4 cups of flour

1 lb of butter (softened)

1 tbsp vanilla

14 tbsp of powder sugar

1 bottle of almond extract

1 cup of walnuts (sacred to Diana)

1 tbsp honey

knead well

form into crescent and full moons

bake at 325 degrees for 20 minutes

let cool and roll in powdered sugar

Diana, we calltoyoutodescendfromaboveandfilluswithyourlightto guideus throughthe
darkestofdays. Thataswe consume these cakes inyournameweare remindofourpactwithyou.

Wewillbe thelightupontheEarthas youare thelightintheNightsky.
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CallforSubmissions

C
rowned by Star and Sky are now accepting submissions for our upcoming issues.

Contributions should be devotional in nature, and fit within the following themes.

Volume 2, Issue 1: The Dawn Sister will be published March 20, 2015.

The Dawn Sister rises in the early mists of morning and shakes off the haze of winter’s veil. She watches in the light of

dawn as the world awakens, and rejoices in our triumphs. Peering through the stretch of time, the maiden eternal rests, reading

our tales in the fall of flowers and the swirling dust of new beginnings. She is the woman of dawn sky and new horizons, smiling

into the bright sun before the stretch of days has been ordained. The Queen of Heaven takes on many forms and many faces.

What whispers do you hear from the veiled maiden? Perhaps your queen is found in the delicate lay of sunrise hues, or the

sweeping arc of a rainbows trail, a crown of flowers and morning stars set upon her brow.

Submissions for The Dawn Sister are due by January 18, 2015.

At this time we will be accepting submissions of all lengths and types, including, but not limited to: poetry, prayer, song,

ritual, devotion, artwork, and personal accounts, as well as work of a more academic nature. You may submit as many or as few

pieces as you feel called.

We will consider previously published pieces to which the creators maintain the rights on a case by case basis, however, we

are most excited about and interested in new works. We will be publishing under a Creative Commons license, so all submitted

works will remain your sole intellectual property.*

Submissions should be sent via email to crownedbystarandsky@gmail.com.

For more information on how to submit, please see our Submission Guidelines page:

http://crownedbystarandsky.com/submission-guidelines/
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Contributors

As a totally unexpected 60th birthday gift to himself, An

Elder Apprentice accepted a surprise call to study

Anderson Feri. Being blessed with connecting with an

astounding teacher, in the two and a half years since that

date he has been a dedicated student. He lives in a suburb

of a large Midwestern city with his wife and a white

cockatiel.

P. Sufenas Virius Lupus is the founder, Doctor, sacerdos,

Mystagogos, and Magistratum of the Ekklesía Antínoou--a

queer, Graeco-Roman-Egyptian syncretist reconstructionist

polytheist group dedicated to Antinous, the deified lover of

the Roman Emperor Hadrian, and related divine figures.

Lupus also practices gentlidecht (Irish polytheism from

medieval sources) and filidecht (the Irish poetic tradition), as

well as having devotions to deities in Roman Britain, Gaul,

Thrace, Nubia, Canaan, and the local land spirits of Puget

Sound's San Juan Islands, with occasional forays into

Shinto, Hinduism, and other religions as well. Lupus has

written seven books--most recently Ephesia Grammata:

Ancient History and Modern Practice (The Red Lotus

Library, 2014)--and contributed poetry, essays/articles,

and fiction to many anthologies and periodicals. E writes

for Polytheist.com, and also blogs at

aediculaantinoi.wordpress.com.

Jenny Wilde is a High Priestess of Esoterica and artist, a

Mother of the New Time and of her two progeny, a diviner

and a dreamer with her head firmly among the stars. She’s

currently working on art for social change, in addition to her

regular practices of cooking as a devotional act and

contemplating the nature of the Universe. You can see more

of her work at http://www.jennybach.com.
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Editors

Kyria Skotas is a Bloodroot Honey High Priestess, a Pan-

Dianic tradition within CAYA Coven. She is a writer,

diviner, artist, and craftsperson of many mediums. Among

others, she is dedicated to the goddess queen Hera, She of

sovereignty, sky, and purpose. You can find more from

Kyria on her personal blog, at

smokefromthetemple.wordpress.com.

Stella Iris RedRaven is proud and grateful of her work

with the Great Queen Hera. She is a High Priestess of the

Goddess dedicated to Iris, Artemis, and Aphrodite. She is

proud to have had the honor of being brought up in the

Craft by her mother, and acknowledges her cultural privilege

of a while, middle class upbringing in the relatively safe

Midwestern suburbs. She speaks for herself alone, but is

indebted to her teachers; Lady Evensong, Yeshe Rabbit, the

faculty of CIIS and SIUE, Rev. Ava Park, the CAYA Coven

family and community, beloved family, friends, lovers, and

the Beehive urban commune.

Athena Nikai is a Wildflower Priestess within CAYA

Coven, oracle, an artist, arts & Community organizer and

educator. She is a constant companion of the Fae (or is that

the other way around?), a devotee to the Cult of the Gods,

dreams artwork in her sleep, and for the duration of her

existence she has lived in deep communion with the Stars.

She is dedicated to Venus Morning & Evening Star and

therefore deeply committed to inspiring others to tune their

hearts so feelings of love transform into actions of Loving

Kindness.

Thora Appelgren Drakos is a wanderer, a dreamer, and a

collector of songs living and practicing in the East Bay and

dedicated to Stella Maris (among others). She posts

sporadically at dreamsfromthewestwind.com.

Strega Manea Trinacria is the Executive High Priestess of

CAYA Coven and is dedicated to Inanna, Queen of Heaven

and Earth in the Bloodroot Honey Pan-Dianic tradition. She

comes from a family lineage of Witchcraft and has been

officially practicing the Craft with her family coven since

1998. In 2011, she was given the honor of being the first

ever initiate in the Ash, Birch & Willow tradition, founded by

Raven and Stephanie Grimassi, and is currently studying this

branch of Greenwood magic and Old World Witchery.

Kian Dubh Drakos, as a Priest in the Wildflower Tradition

of CAYA Coven, is a student of the mysteries of Space and

Time, and a devotee of Aditi, She who is before, after, and

beyond Time, and who fills and permeates all of Space.
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